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Introduction
The increasing number of telemedical applications using the Internet, make the need for data security and privacy to become a strong necessity. Furthermore, as the recently introduced mobile devices (PDAs, Tablet PC, various medical devices, and so on), for access of medical data in terms of telemedicine and remote patient telemonitoring, the necessity of new powerful encryption technique becomes a crucial issue. Also, nowadays everybody knows how to make use of a packet sniffer and probably, if the channel is not already secured, find some sensitive information. By placing such a tool "under the skin" of your network in a couple of sensitive zones, someone could intercept, corrupt and tamper the medical records.
Accordingly, cryptography has become more important in data security. Also, in the recent years, researchers have remarked similarities between bioinspired systems -as cellular automata (CA), chaos and cryptography. Several of the CA features can be correlated with the cryptographic properties.
The essence of the theoretical and practical efforts which are done in this new field is represented by the idea that CA based cryptosystems are capable to have similar performances regarding the classic methods based on computational techniques. Also, I have to mention that there is not a method of ideal codification at present and this is an additional reason regarding the suitability of the elaboration of new methods and encryption systems. The goal is to develop an alternative cryptogram based on a combination of cellular automata (CA) and programmable cellular automata (PCA), in which several CA technologies such as Wolfram approach [1] , transform-based approach [2] and five evolution rules are combined in some way to form a one cryptogram.
In this paper we approach the advanced encryption method based on CA and PCA on the particularly telemedical application. This consists in: a telemedical pilot network including medical databases, different mobile devices located at the patients that communicate a large amount of data over the wireless ad-hoc networks (as depicted in Figure 1 ). This paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a brief introduction to CA and PCA concepts. Section 3 is about the proposed CA and PCA encryption algorithm. In this section is presented the structure of the entire cellular automata based encryption system. Testing and experimental results are presented in section 4. Here, the proposed encryption method was tested on a particular application of medical data sent over the internet. Section 5 points out the conclusions and future research directions of the paper.
Basics on CA and PCA
CA is a bio-inspired paradigm which has been attracting the attention of researchers in theoretical computer science as well as of scientists in other disciplines including information security. PCA is a modified CA structure including switches in order to allow the self-organizing of the cellular structure.
The CA, first introduced by J. v. Neumann [3] and further popularized by S. Wolfram [1] , are computational models that can perform complex computation with only local information. The simple structure of CA has attracted researchers from different fields of interests and has undergone rigorous theoretical and experimental analysis.
CA are the mathematical idealizations of physical systems in which space and time are discrete, and each cell can assume the value either 0 or 1. CA are models for physical systems where space and time are discrete and interactions are only local. In the CA theory, there are two classic types of neighbourhoods: the Moore neighbourhood that comprises 3 cells for one-dimensional CA and 9 cells for two-dimensional CA (Fig. 2a) ; the von Neumann neighbourhood with 3 cells for one-dimensional CA and 5 cells for two-dimensional CA (Fig. 2b) . The CA cells evolve in discrete time steps in concordance with some deterministic rule(s). 
where i is the position of an individual cell in onedimensional array of cells, t is the time step, and f is the rule of CA.
In case of 1-D, 3-neighborhood, 2-states -0 and 1-the number of all possible uniform CA rules is 2 8 = 256. These rules are enumerated using Wolfram's naming convention [4] from rule number 0 to rule number 255 and can be represented by a 3-variable Boolean function. Under this perspective an example of five rules, which will be used in latter sections, are considered fundamental and are presented in Table 1 . Based on the statistical properties of the three neighborhoods, CA can be classified into four categories [4] :
Class 1: CAs that evolve to a homogeneous final global state.
Class 2: CAs in which each state lies in some cycle (periodic behavior).
Class 3: CAs that exhibit chaotic or pseudorandom behavior. This model is suitable for pseudorandom pattern generation.
Class 4: CAs having complicated localized and propagating structures. CA of this class are capable of universal computation.
The four CA classes are more or less selfexplanatory. However, the temporally periodic evolution of a spatially disordered configuration ("spatial chaos") falls into class 2. In class 3, "chaotic" is taken to mean "spatio-temporal disorder", in the sense that the number of distinct space-time patches growth exponentially with the linear size of the patch along both the spatial and temporal axes. It seems that CA from class 4 could be capable of universal computation, so could implement a universal Turing machine. Class 4 was defined by the presence of spatially isolated transients of many shapes evolving for arbitrarily long times.
The PCA was firstly introduced in [5] , where the CL of each cell is not fixed but controlled by a number of control signals such that different functions (i.e. rules) can be implemented on the same CA structure. As the matter of fact, PCA are essentially a modified CA structure. It employs some control signals on a CA structure. By specifying certain values of control signals at run time, a PCA can implement various functions dynamically in terms of different rules.
For example, using such a cell structure as in Figure 3 , all possible non-complemented additive rules can be achieved through the combinations of the control signals of C1, C2, C3 switches. In practice, a control program, stored in a memory, can be employed to activate the switches. For example, the state 1 or 0 of the bit i-th of a memory word either opens or closes the switch that controls that cell. Basically, such a structure is referred as a programmable CA (PCA). A huge flexibility into this programmable structure can be introduced via control signals in CL. For an n-cell CA structure can be used for implementing 2 n CA configurations.
The inventors of the cellular automata, S. Ulam and John von Neumann, wanted to show that the most elementary rules could lead to too complex consequences for someone to guess them. Although the local behaviour of the automatons is perfectly transparent, the overall behaviour it seems that will never be completely understood. The very large phenomenology of the cellular automata model, its apparently big complexity and massive parallelism (however, this parallelism, when emulated in software or in sequential hardware, disappears) offer a good basis for applications in cryptography.
CA and PCA based encryption algorithm
In this section is presented the proposed cryptosystem in order to encrypt medical data sent over the Internet.
The cryptographic method used for encrypt/decrypt medical data sent over the internet is based on the fact that the CAs from class III are chaotic dynamical systems and CAs from class II exhibit periodic behavior (each state lies in some cycle) [6] . In these cases, their evolution depends essentially of the initial state, but we can say that after a while the initial state is "forgotten", in sense that the initial state cannot be retrievable through analyses of the current configuration. In this encryption system we use a first CA as a key stream generator, a CA pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) that combines in some way two rules (the rules 90 and 150), to provide the key sequence. It has established that the maximum-length CAs generates patterns having a high quality of pseudo-randomness [7] . The block cipher algorithm presented in this paper is constructing using a combination of five one-dimensional PCA from class II, with rules 51, 60 and 102. The rules specify the evolution of the CA from neighborhood configuration to the next state and these are presented in Table 1 .
The corresponding combinational logic of rules 51, 60, 102, 90, 150 for CAs can be expressed as follows:
The block scheme of the proposed CA and PCA encryption system is presented in Figure 4 . 
PCA array
The PCA is a null boundary CA configured with the rules 51, 60 and 102 (the rules are presented in Table 1 and in equations 2, 3 and 4 and its statetransition diagram consists of equal circles of even length (as is presented in Figure 5 ). In the state-transition graph, each cycle has a length 8. This phenomenon is a basic requirement of the enciphering scheme. For example, if we employ this CA as our enciphering function and define a plaintext as its original state, it goes to its intermediate state after one to seven cycles. This is the process of enciphering. After running other seven to one cycles, the intermediate state returns back to its original state, so the cipher text is deciphered into plaintext. This is the process of deciphering. The rules with 8-cycle length are presented in detail in my previous paper [8] .
In concordance with the (P)CA theory, a single basic programmable CA cell was designed as is depicted in Figure 6 . It consists of a D flip-flop and a logic combinational circuit (LCC). The LCC includes multiplexers and XNOR logic gates to implement the rules of CA and to control the loading of data and operation of the CA. When the load control signal (LoadData) is "logic 1", data is loaded into D flipflop. When LoadData is "logic 0", data is run into the cell according to the rules applied to the rule control signals (S1, S0) and the states of neighborhoods. After an established number of cycles (1 to 7), the data on the Q output of the flipflop is sent out and new data is loaded in. In this research we decide to connect together eight cells in order to build an 8-cell PCA.
Rules generator: CA-PRNG or memory files
The rules generator is designed to provide encryption rules for the PCA encryption system. The rule generator consists of a modulus 156 counter and memory file with 156 lines with rules or a CA-PRNG used as a key stream generator. If we use a CA as a key stream generator, CA pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) that combines in some way two rules 90 and 150 (the rules are presented in Table 1 and in equations 2 and 3), to provide the key sequence [7] . The operation of CA-PRNG can be represented by a state-transition graph. Each node of the transition graph represents one of the possible states of the CA. The direct edges of the graph correspond to a single time step transition of the automata. Figure 7 shows the state transitions graph of a 4-bit hybrid null boundary condition CA with rules <90, 150, 90, and 150>. It generates a 4-bit pseudo-random pattern. five PCA (as is presented in Figure 4 ). When the encryption process begins, rules are read out in sequence and sent to the PCA arrays. An example of applying of the evolution CA rules stored in memory files or generated with the help of CA-PRNG is presented in Table 2 . In Table 2 , column 3 (Binary code) first bit (bold bit) is for S 1 and the other eight are for S 0 . In the 8-cell PCA, the data path is 8 bits and there are 9 rules configuration signals and one load data control signal. Because all the cells share the same common rule signal S 1 , only rule 51 or one of the rules 60 or 102 can be applied at a given time. The left and right input terminals of every cell are connected to left and right neighbors terminals, thus it is configured as a 3-neighbourhood CA. The left and right terminals of the leftmost and rightmost cells are connected to "logic 0" providing a null boundary condition.
A C# program has been developed to generate rules, change rule sequence and output binary codes for the CA automatically.
Testing, results and security analyses
Many experiments were carried out throughout the development of the cryptosystem, first for investigation of the (P)CA time evolution (PCA comportment), second for assuring that the generated sequences respect the CA theory and third to be sure that the PCA based cryptosystem has a good security and high speed. In our previous paper [8] , we tested the response of the PCA to the all possible combinations of the control signals according to the rules 51, 60 or 102 using an application program. We find that in the state-transition graph, each cycle has a length 8 (a basic requirement for enciphering).
The complete encryption application including the five pipelines PCA was fully implemented in software using C# programming language.
In Figure 8 is presented a relevant instance of a demonstrative encryption and decryption task applied to a common text message. The proposed CA and PCA based encryption method was tested and validated in practice using the content of medical databases and XML (EXtensible Markup Language) files stored on a PC or PDA that refers the drug prescription including dozes and administration of the treatment. A special application program runs on the personal patient's terminal (PDA) for 24 hours under the control of his or her personalized therapy which is hosted on the medical DB server [9] . The program that runs on the mobile device performing the following tasks: the clientserver communication that means the patient terminal is capable to initiate a connection to upload or download interested data at the prescribed time. During the periodic data exchanging the particular XML files are transmitted. These are the subject of encryption with the proposed PCA system. We exemplify the functionality of the CA and PCA encryption method using the content of medical databases and XML (EXtensible Markup Language) files stored on a PDA or PC, that refers the drug prescription ( Figure 9 is for plaintext, Figure 10 is for ciphertext), and multi-parametric monitoring, too. The messages are encrypted/decrypted and currently displayed on the terminal screen when the patient should self administrate the drugs and periodically self made health tests [9] . Different working instances of the application referring on drug schema are depicted in Figure 9 .
The application runs perfectly, without perceptive delays encrypting the XML file messages that are transmitted.
The timing analyser was used to determine the critical path and the maximum operating frequency (4.20 Mbps at 1.83GHz processor speed).
The distribution of the encrypted text is uniform in all intervals, i.e. the encrypted text will be distributed in all ASCII intervals and not only in zone of alphanumeric intervals.
The available key space for the enciphering scheme can be evaluated as follows. The number of selections of q fundamental transformations (PCA) is 5 156 C (where C is the number of combinations, 156 is the number of rules that has 8 cycles length). These q PCA could be arranged in q! different ways. So, the enciphering functions can be stored in . This is an extremely large value.
Also, in the PCA encryption algorithm, the same ciphertext may be generated from different plaintext, and any ciphertext may give rise as well to different plaintext depending on the different PCA's rule configuration.
In order to be sure that the encryption system is valid, the PCA encrypted sequences was tested using a set of 16 statistical tests proposed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [10] . Table 3 . Results obtained for NIST statistical tests.
The generated sequences pass all the NIST tests (as is presented in Table 3 ) and the system is accepted as possible random.
Conclusions and Future research directions
This study provides an alternative CA and PCA based cryptogram. The cryptogram was tested and verified using an illustrative example in area of ehealth applications.
General accepted expectations were confirmed regarding the following aspects: the properties of the pseudo-random binary sequences generated depend of the initial state of the cellular automaton; the sequence generated is much better when the dimension of the cellular automata is big enough (has a lot of cells); computer effort depends on the size of the cellular space and the length of the resulting path; the keys of the cryptosystem are the states of the CA and PCA, the evolution rules used and the number of evolution steps. Development of new encryption techniques based on PCA implies a huge simulation effort in order to choose a number of local rules, combined with appropriate initial states and topology, which can be effectively applied in cryptography.
The encryption/decryption modules share the same structure, so it is easy for implementation (also in hardware). Because of the nature of the CA, the encryption algorithm is most efficient when implemented in massively parallel integrated circuits (FPGA).
In the immediate future, the PCA encryption project will be implemented in hardware, in FPGA circuits, to achieve high speed (specialized hardware has a significant performance advantage) and good security (there is no physical protection for an encryption algorithm written in software).
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